INDIANA COLLECTION ALTERNATIVES
Karen Ward, ILS LITC Clinic Director

Indiana Collection Procedure
STATE TAX WARRANTS
• Filed publicly as a judgment lien in county circuit court (not recorder’s
office like IRS)
• Reported as a judgment lien to credit reporting agencies
• Lien against all property (real and personal)
• County sheriffs are authorized by statute to issue tax warrant notices
• Taxpayers are often scared because the notices from the sheriff state that a
warrant is issued against the person
• Notices are not required to state that the warrant is NOT an arrest warrant
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Indiana Collection Procedure
EFFECTS OF STATE TAX WARRANTS
• Offset federal and state tax refunds
• File lien against vehicles with the BMV
• Bank levy, bank freezes, and wage garnishments
• Usually done by IDOR’s private debt collector (United Credit Bureau)

• Taxpayers are unable to renew or get new state professional licenses
(i.e. real estate, insurance sales, nursing, etc.)
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Indiana Collection Expiration
• I.C. § 6-8.1-8-2(f)(2) states that a judgment (tax warrant) is valid for
10 years from the date of filing, unless the Department renews the
judgment for an additional 10 years.
• There is no limit to the times the Department can renew.
• In effect, there is no SOL for Indiana tax warrants.
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Indiana Collection Alternatives
• Innocent Spouse Relief*
• Payment Plans
• Financial Hardship Status
• Offer-in-compromise

Indiana Taxpayer Advocate Office (TAO)
• Division of Ind. DOR, not independent
• Unlike TAS, Indiana TAO acts more like
a collection branch of Ind. DOR rather
than advocates for taxpayers
• Commissioner has granted TAO
authority to approve OICs

• I.C. §6-8.1-3-17 authorizes Commissioner
and TAO to the extent granted authority
by the Commissioner to settle tax
liabilities

*submitted to Ind. DOR return processing, not TAO
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Indiana Innocent Spouse Relief
• I.C. § 6-3-4-2(d) states:
• “Where a joint return is filed by a husband and wife hereunder, one spouse
shall have no liability for the tax imposed by this article upon the income of the
other spouse.”

• In effect, spouses can separate their income and allocate tax liability
based on their individual income.
• Prior to 2020, Indiana used the term “injured spouse” to request
separation of liabilities.
• Currently, Indiana offers a Post-Liability Allocation Schedule (IN-40PA)
to separate the liabilities.
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Payment Plans
• Standard Payment Plans:

• Extended Payment Plans are available upon request to the Taxpayer
Advocate Office and submission of Financial Hardship Application
• Prior to 2019, all payment plans required 50% down payment and 12
months to pay the remaining balance
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Financial Hardship Status
• Complete Financial Hardship Application and submit to TAO
• Requires same information and documentation as OIC with a different form

• Financial Hardship Status prevents levies and bank account freezes
• Does not prevent BMV liens on vehicles or judgment liens against real
property
• Financial Hardship Status usually allowed for 12-36 months
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Offer-in-Compromise
• OIC forms based off IRS 433A-OIC and 656 (FS-OIC)
• Allows IRS national standard amounts
• Changes since 2020:
• Forms conform with IRS and allow national standards
• No requirement to provide proof of grocery and gas receipts
• Approval of OICs for taxpayers with $0 or negative monthly disposable income

• Procedure for acceptance still a mystery to taxpayers and
practitioners
• Ind. DOR will not provide their internal procedures for OIC analysis
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Effective Changes since 2018
• Innocent Spouse

• Name change to prevent confusion
• Worksheets are available for taxpayers to complete with their state tax return

• Payment plans

• More options without down payments

• Offer-In-Compromise

• Form changes to IRS based forms
• Allowance for IRS national standards with proof of documentation

• Revised notices for computation adjustments (math error), proposed
assessments, and demands for payment
• Published procedure for BMV lien release on Ind. DOR website
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Indiana LITC Advocacy
• For past 5 years, ILS and Notre Dame LITCs have submitted an Annual
Report to Ind. DOR commenting on prior year tax procedures and
recommending changes.
• Since 2017, Ind. DOR hold twice annual regional meetings for taxpayers
and tax professionals. Our LITC staff and students attend and ask questions
and discuss current issues.
• In 2018, Ind. DOR Commissioner created an Advisory Council comprising of
Ind. DOR employees, CPAs, tax attorneys, and LITC Clinic Directors; the
Advisory Council meets quarterly.
• At the most recent meeting, Ind. DOR presented new proposed notices and invited
LITCs to comment and propose changes.

The squeaky wheel gets the grease.
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